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Supporting COVID-19 Financial Relief Programs
Corporate Trust Solutions
In these challenging times, public entities across the globe are providing bu sinesses with
financial support. This support includes asset purchase schemes, loans, specific project
financing. But managing these transactions can be a challenge. BNY Mellon has acted as trustee
and/or agent
more than 53,000 debt-related transactions worldwide BNY Mellon Internal
Reporting as of March 2020.)

ve streamlined conventional debt and project financing services through:


Seamless Know Your Customer verification;



Extensive experience with the needs of public entities;



Strong relationships with clearing systems stock exchanges law firms;



Standardized documentation;



Waived agent listing fees for COVID-19 response bonds (Eligible under the LuxSE/LGX fee
waiver initiative);



And post-transaction agency roles and administrative support.

We know relief and recovery transactions are urgent and crucial. We offer speed, reliable
stewardship, expertise, relationships
ommitted to helping you access debt capital
markets from pre-issuance through maturity
Consider Everything
Visit BNYMellon.com/corporatetrust to learn more.
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